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THE 2020 S

A BUSINESS REVOLUTION



#Buildbackbetter

One business 
cycle is coming to 
an end, another 
one starting

• The global marketplace is coming to the end of a 40 year cycle (1980-
2020) of marketplace stability

• A cycle based on light (‘Thatcherite/Reaganite’) Government 
regulation/tax in return for business fueling GDP growth based on 
growing consumption which has shaped even state directed capitalism in 
China and former USSR.

• Now this 40 year cycle is coming to an end in the face of:

• Social disquiet – gig economy removing employment stability; low 
tax base has cut essential public services; bankers get bailed out; 
politicians part of an elite distant from everyday lives; 
communities destabilized by loss of high streets; lack of pension 
coverage

• Environmental crisis – climate, biodiversity and pollution 
becoming more obvious

• Technology revolution – AI, autonomous vehicles, personalized 
health, IoT creates new opportunities and risks

• And a new business cycle (2020-30) is emerging rapidly, one many of 
today’s incumbent businesses will struggle to survive in. A cycle which 
will be dominated by consumer, societal, government, investor trust and 
confidence in business



What will 
change look 
like?

We are not going back, 
Citizens want change (on 
their terms not yours)

Corporates need social 
ambition to match their 
environmental ambition

Its all about systems, 
your place in them your 
dependencies

Seize the potential to use 
#Tech4good

How we make things will 
change

Commit to a movement 
to #buildbackbetter



How do you 
make change 
happen?

• Insight – customer, marketplace, science, investors, policy makers, 
employees

• Strategy – embracing disruption, radical shift to what and how you sell

• Leadership – confident, eloquent, transparent, humble, inclusive

WHY do I need to become sustainable?

• Targets – ambitious not iterative, all encompassing not single issue, 
business relevant

• Governance – ‘the delivery machine’, tight control, clear accountability, 
action orientated

• Reporting – regular not annual, two way not one-way report, transparency

WHAT do I need to commit to do to become sustainable?

• Employees + suppliers – relevance, clarity, skills, ideas, reward + recognition

• Customers – aspirational, better for you, better for others, easy + 
rewarding, the norm

• Partnerships – change the system together to make your ambitions possible

HOW do I integrate sustainability into my organization?



What’s your 
role?

Has bucket loads of emotional intelligence

Knows how business ticks

Can join the dots 

Collaborate AND compete

Have a vision of a sustainable endpoint AND a practical 
pathway to get there

Is courageous and resilient



Turning your 
potential into 
reality

Dream a dream – your big vision, the ideal job

Build a network – the ultimate team

Be mentored, be a mentor 

Never stop learning - every hour of every day or every 
week or every year

Have a point of view

Listen – 2 ears, one mouth


